HeartFelt®  
The Ceiling that *had* to be made

HeartFelt® linear can be applied as ceiling and wall system. Available in box-shaped and rounded panels. HeartFelt® Baffle is applicable as a ceiling system.
HeartFelt® is available in 5 grey shades, ranging from white to black and in 5 earth tones. The proportion of the coloured and white PES fibres determines the colour of the panels. Therefore colours may differ from presented samples.

PES fibres
HeartFelt® is a linear ceiling system with open joints made of non-woven thermoformed PES fibres.

Wall application
We recommend using only the 55 mm linear boxshaped and 64 mm rounded panels and install them vertically.

Colours may vary from the original

More information
Would you like to know more about Hunter Douglas’ services?
Visit our website: www.hunterdouglasarchitectural.eu

* The 55 mm boxshaped panels are available in five shades of grey and five earth tones. The Baffles, 80 - 105 boxshaped panels and the 84 rounded panels are available in five shades of grey.
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